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The Horn of Africa Project (1984–91) was Mennonite Central 
Committee’s first explicit attempt to engage in international 
reconciliation or peacemaking in Africa, as opposed to having its 
development and humanitarian programs shaped by a general 
pacifism. It also involved members of the African diaspora in 
North America, a departure from the MCC Africa program’s 
usual partnerships. These were innovations in Canada’s broader 
international NGO community as well. The project’s story is 
important both because it stands at a point where peace work 
became an explicit part of Canada’s international development 
repertoire, and because of what the story suggests about the 
dynamics of innovation in international NGOs.

“I am encouraged with the creativeness of this endeavour which John 
[Wieler], you, and others have helped set in motion,” a Mennonite Central 
Committee Canada administrator wrote of the initial phase of the Horn 
of Africa Project.1 This was an innovative project, one that created oppor-
tunities for reconciliatory dialogue about North-Eastern Africa’s conflicts 
at a time when international peace work was not part of the repertoire of 
nongovernmental humanitarian and development organizations. Indeed, 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) often struggled to articulate the 
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connections between violent conflict and humanitarian crises like the 
1984–85 famine in Ethiopia. However, a decade later not only NGOs but 
governments and UN humanitarian agencies were engaged in peacebuild-
ing, while critics were decrying a global project of liberal peace.2 The Horn 
of Africa Project (HAP) was one small contribution to this change.

A second area of innovation was the project’s choice to work with members 
of African diasporas in North America to achieve Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC)’s Africa program goals.3 Although not the focus of this article, 
the project also represented innovation within the structure of MCC. Within 
MCC’s joint American-Canadian structure, administrative responsibility for 
international programs was concentrated in the bi-national and MCC US 
headquarters in Akron, Pennsylvania. With HAP, part of the responsibility 
for Africa programming was delegated to MCC Canada, headquartered in 
Winnipeg. Locating an MCC-funded project at a Mennonite college was 
also new.

At some points in its history MCC has been open to innovation, and the 
Africa desk in the mid-1980s was one of these points. What made these in-
novations possible, and what made them a challenge? In particular, why was 
it so difficult for an NGO that understands itself as expressing the global 
ministry of Anabaptist peace churches to do something new in the field of 
peace?4 

Lobe’s memo, quoted above, suggests that individuals played an important 
role in the project’s work and its creativity. While this was true, it was the 
ability of those individuals to make connections with others, to mobilize 
support within MCC and other organizations, and to translate their ideas 
for use in new settings that best explains the process of innovation in HAP.5 
This relational and dialogic element is conveyed by the term conversation, 
which was used by people associated with the project. It involved “circles or 
communities of conversation,” they said.6 The main circles were at Conrad 
Grebel College in Ontario, among academics in Nairobi, at the Life and 
Peace Institute in Uppsala, and later at Eastern Mennonite University in 
Virginia. Conversations about HAP and about peacemaking also occurred 
within different parts of MCC and, through the organization’s board, with 
representatives of its primary constituency, a diverse group of Anabaptist 
churches in North America.7 In this article, the concept of conversation will 
be used both to tell the project’s story as well as to sketch its impacts.
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These conversations were initiated, sustained and connected by the indi-
viduals involved, but those individuals were embedded in specific social 
settings. This observation is consistent with a view of innovation as the 
product of both individual creativity and the social structures within which 
those individuals function.8 It is also consistent with a view of NGOs as 
open-ended rather than tightly bounded entities, because the people work-
ing in and with NGOs simultaneously participate in many social groups 
and settings.9 Those within an NGO may experience it as an encompass-
ing small world, but that NGO also exists and acts in a web of dynamic, 
overlapping networks. Individuals involved in development and humanitar-
ian aid circulate in these networks, working and consulting for a range of 
NGOs, government bodies, think tanks, universities and UN agencies over 
the course of their careers. Circles of conversation captures this dynamic, 
networked view of NGOs and the circulation of individuals who work for 
them, but it can obscure inequalities. Both within NGOs and outside them, 
some individuals have a greater capacity and freedom to speak, to circulate 
and to innovate, as they are situated differently by characteristics like gender 
and race and participate differently in social networks.

It is often assumed that NGOs like MCC are by nature innovative. Most 
are smaller and more flexible than state-based actors, and their intimate 
knowledge of communities in need and use of participatory methods 
are believed to give NGOs both incentive and resources to create novel 
solutions to social problems—usually in specific, small-scale settings.10 
However, the literature on processes of innovation in NGOs is small, and 
framed by the recognition that NGOs often prefer to make improvements 
in their existing methods and strategies—through use of new technology, 
for example—rather than encourage innovation.11 Many NGOs are in fact 
quite risk-averse, since their programs and organizational survival depend 
on their reputation with donors, whether states, foundations, UN agencies 
or members of the public.12 

Within MCC, a tight-knit NGO whose organizational culture emphasized 
personal relationships, if an individual reached the point where “MCC said 
‘we trust this person,’ then … anything was possible.”13 In 1984, when some 
of the trusted persons within MCC engaged in conversations about conflicts 
in the Horn of Africa, there was organizational space for innovation. The 
enabler of this change, one that also featured in an earlier episode of MCC 
innovation, was a “tsunami” of donations generated by a widely publicized 
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famine in the Horn of Africa. It left MCC administrators with more money 
than they knew what to do with, in a context of widespread frustration with 
existing models of response to humanitarian crises caused by civil war.14 
In this environment, trusted individuals, both those who generated ideas 
and those who supported them and saw ways to implement them, could 
access resources. They could be turned loose on a problem with potentially 
innovative results.15 However, this organizational culture also meant that 
innovative work was left in a few, trusted hands and that the work was not 
necessarily integrated into MCC’s core programming.

Some of the innovative conversations around HAP were regularized and 
some were institutionalized. Organizations like the Nairobi Peace Initiative 
emerged from those conversations, as did specific peacemaking projects 
that the NGOs involved shared, or sometimes competed to own. Those 
conversations also changed the individuals involved to varying degrees, 
giving them new vocabulary and techniques as well as new priorities and 
partners. When those individuals moved to different organizations, some 
of the conversations were expanded and re-oriented. The movement of key 
individuals also edged MCC, especially MCC Canada, away from the centre 
of the ongoing conversations and dimmed the organizational memory of its 
earlier, innovative conversational role.

This article will tell the largely forgotten story of the Horn of Africa Project 
and in doing so help build a broader history of the development, humani-
tarian and peace work done by North American NGOs. It will follow HAP’s 
story from 1984 to 1991, the point where MCC’s funding and administra-
tive oversight of the project ended and the project’s remaining initiatives 
moved, with individuals, to other organizations. The organizational interac-
tions and tensions that are part of HAP’s story can only be sketched here, as 
detailing and analyzing them is beyond the scope of this paper. The article 
will conclude with a look at some of HAP’s possible impacts, particularly on 
Canadian institutions, which were the focus of the project’s advocacy.

THE CONTEXT OF CONVERSATIONS ABOUT PEACE IN THE 
HORN OF AFRICA
The early 1980s was a time of troubles in North-Eastern Africa. It was also the 
point when the countries there began to be seen as a unit—the Horn—and 
it became a region “synonymous with crisis.”16 The most visible symptoms 
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of crisis were civil war and famine, both of which displaced thousands of 
people.

In Sudan, fighting between the government and the Sudan People’s Libera-
tion Army (SPLA) started in 1983, a decade after the end of the last civil 
war.17 Somalia’s Ogaden war with Ethiopia ended in 1978, but border clashes 
continued as did internal tensions. Clashes between government forces and 
the Somali National Movement (SNM) escalated into civil war in 1988, 
and the ouster of the ruling regime by the United Somali Congress (USC) 
in 1991 was followed by the collapse of the national state and destructive 
clan-based warfare. In Ethiopia, the Marxist military government known as 
the Derg launched repeated offensives against the Eritrean People’s Libera-
tion Front (EPLF), responding to an independence struggle that had started 
in the 1960s. The Derg was fighting on other fronts too, notably against the 
Tigray People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) and the Oromo Liberation Front 
(OLF). All of these conflicts were complicated by a policy, shared by all the 
countries in the region, of supporting their neighbours’ rebel movements. 
The involvement of regional powers like Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Israel 
made for additional complexity, as did the active interest of the Cold War 
superpowers.

What drew the Horn to international public attention was not war, though, 
but the dramatic late stages of famine. BBC footage of deaths in Ethiopian 
feeding centres was aired in October 1984, generating a flood of dona-
tions, including several million dollars for MCC.18 This suddenly visible 
crisis drew hordes of NGOs to the region, and their desire for recognition 
and for control of the humanitarian response prompted comparison to the 
imperialist Scramble for Africa a century earlier. Donor governments, like 
Canada’s, were also pushed to respond with new aid commitments.19 The 
aid proved difficult to deliver, with limited infrastructure and mountain-
ous terrain among the more tractable challenges. The regions’ conflicts 
were a bigger problem. Frustration with their inability to access hungry 
people in northern Ethiopia led some NGOs to clandestine contact with 
the humanitarian wings of groups like the EPLF and TPLF. A few years 
later, UN agencies and NGOs were drawn into negotiations with the SPLA 
and the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement that resulted in an open and 
innovative humanitarian access agreement.20 These involvements created an 
awareness of the need to think through the ethics and politics, not only the 
practicalities, of providing humanitarian aid during civil wars. Some within 
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NGOs started thinking more systematically about how humanitarian aid 
impacted conflicts and some started “talking of ‘peace-making.’”21 Many of 
these conversations went on in Nairobi, the regional hub from which NGOs 
as well as UN organizations operated.22 

Another, initially invisible element of the troubles in the 1980s was econom-
ic.23 An international debt crisis was declared in 1982. It was accompanied 
by an intense neoliberal challenge to the idea of development, especially 
development as implemented by African governments. While the relatively 
small debts of African countries received little attention till the end of the 
1980s, the economic and political crises into which unprecedentedly low 
commodity prices pitched African countries soon became evident. African 
governments depended on commodity exports for revenue, and their inabil-
ity to provide development benefits to citizens undermined their legitimacy. 
Loss of revenue, compounded by the conditions that donor countries and 
international financial institutions attached to debt relief and aid, forced Af-
rican governments to shrink. Processes of democratization in many African 
countries in the early 1990s added to the pressure on African governments. 
One result was new space in which NGOs, both international and domes-
tic, could operate. Another consequence of the economic crisis, often in 
combination with conflict, was a significant increase in emigration, creating 
a diaspora that included large numbers of African professionals. 

MCC’s Eastern Africa programming was affected by these changes. In the 
1980s, MCC had programs in Sudan, Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya and Ugan-
da.24 In Sudan and Uganda, their theme was peace and reconciliation. In So-
malia, MCC focused on refugees, while its Kenya program concentrated on 
pastoralists. The early 1980s was a time of introspection in all these country 
programs. One product of this introspection was a renewed focus on hunger 
in Africa involving MCC’s traditional methods: food aid and agricultural 
development.25 While journalists, humanitarians and development experts 
saw drought as the primary cause of the famines unfolding in several parts 
of the continent, some involved in responding to the famines, including 
some within MCC, believed conflict was an important underlying cause.26 
MCC decided to situate its regional work “in the context of … an em-
phasis on peacemaking/reconciliation.”27 This commitment was expressed 
through an innovation: the appointment of a “reconciliation/food resource 
person” for the Africa program. Harold Miller started in this position in 
April 1984, based in Nairobi.28 Miller, one of MCC’s trusted individuals, 
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had years of regional experience in development and strong connections 
to various Nairobi-based individuals and groups who were discussing links 
between development and peace. This included the All Africa Conference of 
Churches (AACC), which had, inter alia, played an active role in negotiat-
ing the 1972 Addis Ababa Agreement that ended Sudan’s first civil war.29 

Consequently, Tim Lind of MCC’s Africa desk could write with satisfaction 
in 1985 that “the peacemaking/reconciliation agenda is firmly integrated 
with MCC program” in Eastern Africa.30 The peacemaking he referred to 
involved support for nationals interested in dialogue between ethnic groups 
in national or local conflicts. The secondment of MCC volunteers to organi-
zations in communities on opposing sides was a method for understanding 
these conflicts and identifying persons or initiatives to support.31 Peacemak-
ing was not an explicit core element in MCC-initiated projects, and it was 
sometimes in tension with core project activities. It also created tensions 
with some of MCC’s partners, including the Mennonite churches in Eastern 
and Horn of Africa countries.32 Like Mennonite churches elsewhere, they 
struggled with peace issues and debated whether their peacemaking should 
be active or passive.33 In practical terms, MCC’s regional peacemaking work 
was small-scale and low profile. It depended on the interest and ability of 
individual MCC country representatives and volunteers, and on how much 
time they had left after doing their MCC administrative work or discharg-
ing their formal responsibilities to secondment organizations. Peacemaking 
and reconciliation was thus visible as a programmatic strategy mostly to 
MCC itself.

INITIAL CONVERSATIONS AND NEW DIRECTIONS—HAP’S 
FORMATIVE YEARS (1984–86)
In a March 1984 call to John Wieler of MCC Canada’s Overseas Services, 
Seid Suliman, an Eritrean expatriate just returned from a trip to Sudan, 
indicated his conviction that there would be “a high level of interest in rec-
onciliation efforts” for the Eritrea-Ethiopia conflict. He offered to arrange 
a meeting with leaders of the Eritrean Relief Association, the humanitarian 
wing of the EPLF.34 Wieler was aware that Quakers had done quiet, infor-
mal diplomacy to support peace processes in conflicts like the Nigeria/Biafra 
war, and he felt that this might be an opportunity for MCC to move beyond 
its usual reactive aid work. But as far as he knew, MCC’s Peace Section staff 
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were not thinking along these lines. His conviction that “something ought 
to be done to bring people together” sparked a generative conversation 
with Tim Lind and Ernie Regehr of Project Ploughshares, an ecumenical 
peace organization with offices at Conrad Grebel College.35 Receiving initial 
encouragement from both men, Wieler outlined his vision for “a process 
of dialogue and hopefully of reconciliation between the government of 
Ethiopia and dissident groups, i.e. Eritrea and Tigre” that would involve a 
group of respected, politically non-aligned, “Christian-Anabaptist minded” 
persons who would facilitate a process of contacts and negotiations. MCC 
would cover the project’s start-up costs, and subsequent activities would 
suggest ways in which the project could broaden its base of support.36 

Discussions about the initiative, given the working title Operation Recon-
ciliation Ethiopia (ORE), continued in April. Regehr felt that the Institute 
of Peace and Conflict Studies (IPACS), another Conrad Grebel College 
institution with which he was involved, would be a better place to locate 
the initiative than Project Ploughshares. Regehr was also not sure if there 
might already be a fruitful debate on the Horn’s conflicts among expatriates 
in North America and Europe. He felt Wieler had not checked into this suf-
ficiently and thus could not know if there was a useful role for non-Africans 
to play in facilitating dialogue.37 Wieler had known that more research was 
needed before a project could be finalized, so the first step in the plan they 
agreed upon was to gather information about the situation in the Horn and 
on persons interested in regional conflict resolution.38 

If the nature of the initiative was not fully clear, its administrative structures 
were emerging. ORE would be lodged at IPACS and Regehr would oversee 
it. A small group of people, ones located near Waterloo who could meet 
regularly, would be created to provide guidance for ORE’s work. MCC 
administration would occur through a link between Regehr and MCC 
Canada’s Overseas Services department, rather than the bi-national Akron 
office. This indirect administrative structure and the secrecy of ORE’s begin-
nings reflected the sensitivity of MCC’s involvement in Ethiopian famine 
relief, which required a relationship with Ethiopia’s Derg government as 
well as MCC’s link to the Ethiopian Mennonite Church, which had been 
driven underground by the Derg.39 The administrative arrangements also 
took advantage of Canada’s relatively neutral position in the late Cold War 
world.40 As Lind commented, “the Africa situation, perhaps in some unique 
ways, is going to require more flexibility and decentralization than we are 
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used to.”41 

Harold Miller was brought on board at a meeting with Wieler and Regehr 
in the Buffalo airport in late April 1984. Miller suggested that bringing to-
gether academics from the Horn working in North America would be a safe 
start for reconciliation efforts, and he suggested several names.42 The three 
also agreed that ORE materials would be copied to Tim Lind in Akron, who 
would relay them to Miller. Miller, in turn, would “feed information and 
suggestions to ORE.”43 

One group to whom Miller subsequently provided important connections 
was the Nairobi Peace Group (later the Nairobi Peace Initiative). It started 
between late 1984 and early 1985 as a discussion group of academics and 
church people interested in peace and development issues. Its participants 
were mostly Nairobi-based but came from Sudan, Ethiopia, Somalia and 
Uganda, as well as Kenya. In 1987 they created an Office of Conflict and 
Development in Africa. It was staffed initially by James Oporio-Ekwaro, a 
Ugandan and former diplomat. The office engaged in what was then called 
track two diplomacy, and documented the costs and consequences of the 
region’s conflicts, plus facilitated peace networking.44 

ORE’s start was delayed by various matters, among them Wieler’s sudden 
departure from MCC Canada in June 1984. His creativity and “spontane-
ous administrative style” were among the reasons for his dismissal.45 Wieler 
soon after became the director of Africa Emergency Aid. This organization 
was also an innovative one, involving collaboration between Canadian 
NGOs and the Canadian government to allocate a special matching fund 
set up to respond to the 1984–85 crisis in the Horn of Africa.46 Its successor, 
Partnership-Africa-Canada, later became an important part of HAP’s story.

The plan to have ORE administered through MCC Canada’s offices 
sparked discussions within MCC that soon led to a broader proposal to 
delegate administration of parts of MCC’s Eastern Africa program to MCC 
Canada.47 In addition to the reasons noted earlier, this move also facilitated 
access to resources from the Canadian Foodgrains Bank and the Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIDA). MCC administrators also saw 
it as a way to “develop greater Canadian ownership in the overall Africa 
program.”48 This was a response to long-standing pressure from elements in 
MCC’s Canadian constituency for a greater role in international program-
ming.49 The disproportion between the Horn famine relief funds generated 
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by MCC’s Canadian constituency and the smaller amount raised by MCC’s 
American constituency was an added impetus. Stuart (Stu) Clark was hired 
by MCC Canada to administer MCC’s Ethiopia, Somalia and northern 
Sudan programs; he started at the end of October 1984.50 

Things were not moving much faster at IPACS. Regehr found a graduate 
student, Nancy Alcock, to carry out the initial research phase of ORE, also 
starting in October 1984. She focused her inquiries on émigrés from the 
Horn, seeking to make as many contacts as possible and seeking to un-
derstand their relationship to the region’s conflicts.51 Her December 1984 
report highlighted the need for reconciliation in the Ethiopian conflicts and 
discussed possible roles for North American Mennonites.52 She suggested a 
range of possible actions. These included creation of a team to monitor the 
delivery of humanitarian aid in Ethiopia, as CARE had done in Somalia; 
advocacy to support proposals for a ceasefire and referendum in Eritrea; 
establishment of a refugee centre for Ethiopians in Toronto; support for an 
Oromo project to rewrite Ethiopian history; and a process of mediation in-
volving conferences for academics from the Horn living in North America.53 

The report was presented to MCC staff, largely from MCC Canada, at a 
meeting in Leamington, Ontario, on 17 January 1985. It received strong 
support, especially for its emphasis on North American activities, though 
it was also felt important to link these with regional initiatives, especially 
Miller’s Food/Peace office. Those present agreed Regehr should draft a 
project proposal combining conferences and a refugee centre.54 This would 
be tested with MCC administrators in Eastern Africa, as well as with the 
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities, with whom MCC 
collaborated in several of its Eastern Africa programs.

Subsequent reaction to the proposal was mixed. It was discussed at the 1985 
meeting of MCC’s Eastern Africa Country Representatives. The response of 
Bob and Linda Hovde, the Ethiopia Country Representatives, was particu-
larly cool. They felt that MCC’s programming should respect the priorities 
of its Ethiopian partners: officially, the government and a consortium of 
international humanitarian and development agencies; unofficially, the un-
derground Meserete Kristos Church.55 On the other hand, some of MCC’s 
North American staff worried about the proposal’s risk taking and ambition, 
strongly associated in many minds with the extravagance of John Wieler’s 
original vision. Worry about limited support for peace initiatives from the 
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North American Mennonite and Brethren in Christ churches who made 
up MCC’s constituency also played into staff concerns.56 The underlying 
assumption about peacemaking—that “bringing together … approximately 
15 expatriate individuals from the Horn will … enable healing and be a part 
of an important reconciliation process”—was also questioned. It was sug-
gested that the constituency education component plus a strengthening of 
MCC’s existing programs in the Horn would be more productive. Some also 
expressed concern that this would be seen as “a ‘Canadian only’ initiative.”57 
For those who supported the proposal, excitement about direct involvement 
in international reconciliation was mixed with trepidation about an initia-
tive that set off in such new directions and cut across so many organizational 
lines.

The proposal eventually moved ahead because it received strong, sustained 
support from Harold Miller, Stu Clark and Tim Lind.58 Lind’s approval was 
qualified, though. He suggested that the refugee centre idea be dropped in 
favour of the reconciliation activities. He also suggested cutting the size of 
the consultative group, especially the number of MCC representatives on 
it. This would reduce costs plus help MCC to keep a low profile.59 MCC’s 
conflicting impulses—on the one hand that the project “be carried out in 
close cooperation with the MCC program in general and with East Africa 
personnel and activities in particular,” on the other MCC that was “not 
interested in tight ownership” of the project and its risks—were one of the 
challenges the initiative faced.60 

Regehr drafted a revised “Reconciliation in the Horn of Africa” proposal 
along the lines Lind recommended.61 It was formally presented to MCC 
Canada’s Executive Committee on 30 August 1985. They approved the 
project with an initial budget of $52,000, to come from MCC’s Africa 
Desk.62 

Prior to this formal approval, Regehr and various MCC administrators were 
already corresponding about specific directions for the new project. They 
agreed it should start by bringing together a small consultative group of 
émigrés from the Horn, who would organize a conference in which rep-
resentatives of a variety of perspectives would discuss the region’s conflicts 
and possibilities for their resolution. The conference’s formal focus would 
be preparation of materials to educate North Americans, including MCC’s 
constituency, about conflicts in the Horn of Africa.63 This choice of focus 
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was based on the high level of public interest in the Horn resulting from 
media coverage of the famine, plus the recognition that most people knew 
very little about the region. Educational material prepared by persons from 
the Horn would be particularly helpful, it was thought. Holding the confer-
ence and preparing a publication would incorporate a process of peacemak-
ing, since the participants would have to find some common ground to be 
able to carry out these tasks.64 The tentative and experimental nature of the 
project was emphasized in all the correspondence about these plans. Regehr 
commented:

I have always assumed that we will not, at the start, be in a 
position to plot the full course of the project.… We are charting 
some new territory here, which means that we need to take it a 
step at a time.65 

Another concern was recruiting someone to fill the project’s staff position. 
In December 1985 a letter of invitation was sent to Lou Murray, who had 
recently completed four years with MCC in Somalia, including one year as 
Country Representative.66 She accepted and began work in February 1986.

In spite of the work already done on ORE, the initial months of the new 
project were characterized by uncertainty. This was yet another indication 
of the innovation and risk HAP represented for MCC. It also reflected the 
perception of those involved with the project that they had few examples of 
international reconciliation by NGOs to draw on at that time.67 This was 
a significant challenge, one that limited HAP’s toolkit of methods and its 
potential partners; it was also at the root of the project’s later problems with 
funders.

In this context of uncertainty, Lou Murray looked to the project’s Reference 
Committee—a carry-over from the group established to guide ORE—for 
direction. She recalled a sense of desperation, as in the early months virtually 
every meeting of this Committee was spent redefining the project.68 “[W]e 
kept coming back to … a ‘trickle-up’ theory,” recalled Regehr. If the project 
could create a place for discussion among those with particular points of 
view on conflicts in the Horn, somehow “some of that energy, some of those 
ideas would filter out to those more closely involved in the conflict.”69 

Murray tried to give practical shape to these ideas.70 In the conflict resolution 
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literature of the day she found two models of international reconciliation 
work by non-state actors. The first was non-official third-party mediation 
as pioneered by the Quakers, particularly Adam Curle.71 Curle and other 
Quakers had been involved in reconciliation efforts in several inter-state 
and intra-state wars by the mid-1980s, including two in Africa: the Nigeria-
Biafra war and the war that led to Zimbabwe’s independence.72 The second 
model was workshops whose participants came from different sides in a con-
flict. The workshops were generally organized by academics and addressed 
conflicts in European and Middle Eastern countries.73 These workshops 
were of two kinds: problem solving and process promoting. The former 
focused on particular tasks, such as preparing a statement on which future 
formal negotiations might be based. Process-promoting workshops sought 
to change participants’ attitudes or develop skills, with the hope that these 
gains and the contacts participants made across conflict lines would be used 
outside the workshop.74 HAP adopted elements of both workshop models, 
plus drew from the Quaker experience a belief that a trusted intermediary 
might help address social and psychological obstacles to peace. Innovating 
by creating a novel synthesis of ideas or practices drawn from different 
spheres, as HAP did, is not unusual for NGOs.75 

There were a few other recent attempts to discuss conflicts in the Horn 
that involved international NGOs.76 Murray noted she was aware of one 
sponsored by the Eritrean Relief Association and several other NGOs, with 
Oxfam taking the lead in Canada. A letter forwarded to Regehr by Miller 
in late 1985 indicated that the Evangelishe Akademie Mülheim/Ruhr and 
the Arbeitsgemeinshcaft Kirchlicher Entwicklungsdienst had also sponsored 
a “round table” on conflict, hunger and conflict resolution in Ethiopia for 
a small group of Ethiopian émigrés in West Germany in November 1985. 
Those invited were not the “political hardliners” but Ethiopian professionals 
from a variety of disciplines willing to enter into open discussion on the 
situation in the Horn.

Murray undertook a series of trips to Ottawa, Toronto, Washington, DC, 
Minneapolis and New York to make contacts with émigrés from the Horn as 
well. This was a difficult process, as HAP had no history and no credibility. It 
was hard to explain the project to total strangers, she recalled, especially since 
MCC and its work in the Horn could not be used as a point of reference. 
Murray believed that MCC’s reluctance to have its name associated with 
HAP at that point stemmed from uncertainty about the project’s direction: 
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if it became “political,” MCC feared it might endanger program relation-
ships in the Horn plus alienate parts of its North American constituency.77 
MCC’s refusal to let its record serve as a starting point denied the project 
an important resource, as both MCC and Mennonite mission organizations 
had built relationships with groups and individuals in the Horn who were 
interested in peace as well as development.78 As Quaker mediators noted, 
Quaker development and humanitarian involvements played a significant 
role in the creation of trust relationships with parties to conflicts.79 

THE CONSULTATIONS—PURPOSEFUL CONVERSATION AT 
THE PROJECT CORE (1986–89)
Although the idea of bringing together émigrés from the Horn had been 
present in the earliest ORE proposals, consultations (as they came to be 
called) were established as the core activity of HAP only after much further 
research and deliberation. The project sponsored four consultations between 
1986 and the end of 1989. These spaces for structured conversation in-
volved carefully chosen sets of participants. The consultations drew a series 
of additional interlocutors into the project’s conversations and created links 
to conversations happening elsewhere, particularly in Nairobi and Uppsala. 
Finding money for these conversations and the activities emerging from 
them posed a growing challenge, though. It was the difficult dialogue with 
funders that would most clearly reveal the project’s innovative nature.

Planning for the first consultation went ahead during the summer of 1986. 
The consultation took place on a weekend in late November 1986 at Con-
rad Grebel College. This first event established patterns that reoccurred with 
variations in the three subsequent consultations. These patterns were (1) the 
careful thought given to goals and thematic focus for the consultations; (2) 
the time spent selecting participants to ensure a balance of positions vis-à-vis 
the Horn conflicts, as well as a balance of gender, residence in Canada versus 
the United States, and first-time versus repeat participants; (3) the use of pa-
pers or statements, sometimes combined with invited responses, to initiate 
and focus discussion; (4) the task given to participants of generating written 
output, which was a primary focus in the first consultation but diminished 
in importance in subsequent ones; (5) the use of these written outputs as 
core materials for additional conferences and meetings; and (6) most signifi-
cantly, the difficulty obtaining direction for the project from consultation 
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participants. This took on added weight because it also proved impossible 
to establish a consultative group of Horn expatriates to provide guidance 
for HAP. Because the project did not have a predetermined reconciliation 
model, and had no desire to impose one in any case, the unwillingness 
of consultation participants to provide formal direction became a crucial 
challenge.

The first consultation was the one that most closely followed the problem-
solving model. Its stated goals were to seek input for the “development 
of public education materials on conflict(s) in the Horn of Africa” and to 
“explore the possibility of a continuing forum of dialogue and discussion 
on Horn conflict(s).”80 An unstated objective was to see if it was possible to 
bring together representatives of bitterly divided communities and have a 
discussion without blows or icily polite withdrawal. Fear of open confron-
tation weighed on Murray and HAP’s Reference Committee—”We spent 
hours on seating plans,” she recalled—and the success of the consultation on 
this score surprised even some of its participants.81 The consultation’s focus, 
North American perceptions of conflict in the Horn, was a cautious choice. 
It reflected worries among HAP and MCC staff about the appropriateness 
of North Americans speaking to African peace issues. Organizers hoped this 
focus would allow participants as well as the project to edge into discussion 
of the issues at play in the conflicts.

The first consultation’s primary written output was a public education book-
let titled War and Famine: Indigenous Perspectives on Conflict in the Horn of 
Africa. It provided opportunity for a further reconciliation exercise, as five 
consultation participants, each representing a different perspective, were in-
vited to a follow-up workshop to edit the document and discuss possibilities 
for further dialogue. Although this November 1987 workshop was a bit of a 
disappointment, attended by only three of the five invitees, editing and con-
sultation went forward by telephone, and War and Famine was published in 
March 1988. It was aimed at and widely circulated among North American 
NGOs involved in the Horn, including MCC. The booklet was also later 
used as a briefing document for an April 1988 conference on “Conflict and 
Development in the Horn of Africa” sponsored by the Canadian Council for 
International Cooperation (CCIC) and held in Gatineau, Quebec.82 Clark, 
Miller, Murray, and new HAP staff person Menno Wiebe all participated 
in the organization of this conference. Its goal was information sharing and 
critical evaluation by NGOs on their involvements in the Horn.83 However, 
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as late as 1990, MCC Canada was still struggling to find ways to circulate 
the War and Famine booklet in its constituency.84 

There was a consensus among participants that HAP’s first consultation was a 
valuable beginning and that ongoing dialogue was needed, but little explicit 
guidance on the future options that Murray tested with them. These options 
were a smaller conference focused on models of conflict resolution for the 
Horn, or a larger conference involving North American NGOs and groups 
from the Horn to raise awareness of how NGO programs were affected 
by and affected conflicts in the region.85 Regardless, the post-consultation 
evaluations demonstrated to Murray and the Reference Committee that the 
consultation idea was workable, that reconciliation was a significant concern 
in the Horn diaspora, and that the project need make no excuses for its 
involvement with regional peace issues.86 

HAP eventually proceeded with the first of the two options, largely as a 
result of the continuing preference for a cautious—meaning education-fo-
cused—approach on the part of the MCC administrators involved with the 
project.87 The second consultation, also held at Conrad Grebel College, took 
place in late April 1988. Its purpose was to review “African non-institutional 
analyses and responses to conflict in the Horn of Africa,” “North American/
European initiatives in the region” plus “the relevance of traditional conflict 
resolution practice and theory in the Horn.”88 As in 1986, much attention 
was paid to the balance of participants, but refusals and cancellations left 
some points of view unrepresented, and there were few women. The second 
consultation was notable because several new participants—James Oporia 
Ekwaro, Harold Miller and John Paul Lederach—embodied deliberate 
connections to important conversations occurring elsewhere: the alternative 
diplomacy efforts of the Nairobi Peace Initiative (NPI), and an experience 
of cross-cultural mediation in Central America.89 Another first-time partici-
pant whose connection with the NPI and John Paul Lederach later became 
significant was Hizkias Assefa; he drew himself to the attention of HAP after 
hearing about it through friends.90 

Evaluations of the second consultation by participants, HAP’s staff and the 
Reference Committee were highly positive. Particular mention was made 
of the meeting’s tone of mutual respect and openness.91 HAP’s Reference 
Committee also highlighted an interesting phenomenon: while many par-
ticipants said traditional methods did not apply to current conflicts, ideas 
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derived from traditional conflict resolution practices kept resurfacing.92 This 
was an early example of the “local turn” in peacemaking that grew during 
the 1990s. It emphasized the need for peace work at the community rather 
than national level, the role of community-based actors and non-state ac-
tors generally, as well as peacemaking methods based on the sociocultural 
institutions of conflict-affected communities.93 

The main written output of the second consultation was “Facing” the Enemy: 
Conflict Resolution Rooted in the Horn of Africa, another public education 
booklet. Although they provided no specific direction, participants did 
discuss options for follow-up work by HAP. This included writing a position 
paper to be sent to the parties in the Horn conflicts, supporting the NPI’s 
work of documenting the conflicts’ consequences and costs, and connecting 
with other groups working on negotiated settlements.94

Both the timing of the second consultation and its follow-up were com-
plicated by funding problems, as MCC money was only intended to 
cover HAP’s first two years. Much of Murray’s time in 1987 had been spent 
seeking funds. She focused on Partnership-Africa-Canada (PAC), one of 
the decentralized development funding mechanisms set up by the federal 
Conservative government in the mid-1980s. It was tasked with allocating 
a $75 million fund from CIDA for Canadian NGOs doing Africa-related 
development work, which included development education in Canada and 
projects in Africa.95 As with its predecessor Africa Emergency Aid, proj-
ects submitted to PAC were peer reviewed by a board made up of NGO 
representatives.

HAP’s application to PAC emphasized education of the Canadian public, 
with providing a forum for discussion among Horn expatriates as a second-
ary goal. The application was rejected, but in his letter of notification John 
Wieler indicated that the application had “generated considerable discus-
sion at the committee and board level.” They recognized “the value in the 
project because of the link between peace and development.”96 Wieler, who 
had taken his enthusiasm for NGO-supported reconciliation work to PAC, 
suggested improvements to the application and a revised application was 
submitted in August 1987. In both applications, the NPI was identified as 
HAP’s African partner.

PAC’s response to the revised application came in late October 1987:

We wish to inform you that the Horn of Africa Project was 
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approved by Partnership-Africa-Canada. However, constraints 
external to the PAC process do not allow PAC to fund the 
project. At the last PAC Board meeting CIDA representatives 
informed the members of a CIDA policy of which PAC was not 
aware. This policy states that projects dealing with militarism/
peace issues will not be accepted for funding by CIDA.97 

This bombshell—a “complete surprise to virtually everyone concerned”98 
—initiated a policy discussion within PAC, as well as among the Cana-
dian development NGO community and its umbrella organization CCIC, 
CIDA, and members of the government. The April 1988 CCIC confer-
ence on “Conflict and Development in the Horn of Africa,” mentioned 
earlier, was part of this discussion. MCC and HAP staff hoped it would 
foster debate over CIDA’s inability to see a connection between conflict and 
development, and its reluctance to fund peacemaking work by NGOs.99 

PAC’s inability to fund HAP put the project in an awkward financial 
position. The second consultation, for which invitations had already gone 
out, had to be postponed from February to April 1988. Murray returned 
to MCC to discuss additional funding. Despite personnel changes, MCC’s 
Africa administrators remained strongly committed to HAP. In his program 
plans for 1988, the new Africa Secretary noted that CIDA’s decision had 
left HAP floundering and that “while there are plans to attempt to broaden 
the church base for HAP support, the short term future appears to rest with 
MCC. We are recommending that we commit ourselves to keeping HAP 
alive and functioning over the next year.”100 

MCC’s Executive Committee, though, displayed “considerable reluctance” 
to commit “designated Africa Department funds to what was largely seen 
as a North American development education role.”101 This tension stemmed 
in part from the choice by both Africa desk administrators and project staff 
to emphasize HAP’s educative aspect over its more ambitious and anxiety-
provoking work in international reconciliation. Although the latter was a 
risky innovation for MCC, even development education aimed beyond 
MCC’s constituency was a new venture for the organization in Canada.102 
In the end, the additional MCC funding was approved on the condition 
that HAP would seek additional funders.103 

Later in 1988 some funding for a third consultation was obtained from 
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the Canadian Institute for International Peace and Security.104 A variety of 
Canadian NGOs were also approached to help finance this consultation and 
several agreed. Their contributions were small, though, leaving uncertainty 
about the project’s capacity to mount future events. Like MCC, other donors 
were reluctant to become heavily involved in a potentially risky venture, 
especially one that did not fit neatly into existing program categories. Some 
NGOs were also uninterested in funding a project they had not initiated.

A variety of personnel changes had occurred in 1987, which added to HAP’s 
organizational challenges. The Africa desk in Akron and MCC Canada’s 
Africa position had new occupants. Murray’s term with HAP also ended 
in December 1987. She was replaced by Menno Wiebe, in a salaried posi-
tion. In addition, MCC made Harold Miller’s services available to HAP on 
a part-time basis while he and his family were on North American leave, 
beginning in September 1987.

These changes were an opportunity for more systematic self-evaluation 
at HAP. Lou Murray’s final report evaluated HAP’s consultation process 
positively, though noting that the envisioned Consultative Committee of 
Horn expatriates had not materialized. This left HAP’s staff and its Refer-
ence Committee to plan consultations “more or less on our own, with input 
from selected Africans by telephone.”105 Educationally, the project had been 
a good resource to MCC personnel and other NGOs, with the two consul-
tation booklets plus a paper by Murray on resettlement policies in Ethiopia. 
The proceedings of the first consultation had also been made available to 
academics. HAP’s weakest area was information for the media and popular 
audiences.106 Also, time pressures meant organizational networking had been 
neglected, resulting in weak links to NPI and European NGOs interested 
in the Horn. Harold Miller was expected to address this latter problem.107

Meanwhile, the project’s network of North American Horn expatriates was 
deepening and growing. Invitations for the third consultation could, for 
the first time, assume that new participants had heard about HAP through 
informal channels. The third consultation, held in November 1988, focused 
on visions for the future of the Horn. Each of the twenty invitees was asked 
to write a short paper presenting their vision, a task many later said they 
found difficult. The discussions would then identify common themes in the 
visions and ways of working to achieve them. Although many participants 
evaluated it positively, the discussion ended up rehashing current ideological 
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and political issues and had a less positive tone than earlier consultations. 
This occurred in part because for the first time there was a strong representa-
tive of the Ethiopian government perspective. The written product of this 
consultation was a “Letter of Learnings.” It is not clear from project records 
whether it was ever mailed to the main parties to the Horn’s conflicts, as 
planned.108 More intensive networking with other North American and 
European NGOs, and closer cooperation with peace initiatives in the Horn 
itself were additional follow-ups.109 These possibilities for interaction were 
testament to the growing interest and involvement in peacemaking on the 
part of NGOs, both ones from the region and international NGOs.

As hoped, Miller’s direct involvement in HAP improved the project’s net-
working. He identified several issues needing work during a round of visits 
in Eastern Africa and Europe: better communication among the different 
groups working on conflict issues in the Horn and reflection on the role of 
NGOs in conflict resolution, plus the need to examine the quality of the 
relationships between African NGOs and those from the global North.110 A 
round table involving NGOs, coalitions and churches from Europe, North 
America and Eastern Africa discussed these issues in February 1989.111 A 
March 1989 “North American Conference on Peace-Making and Conflict 
Resolution” in Montreal provided more opportunities for networking, since 
Miller, Assefa, Wiebe and Lederach made a panel presentation on HAP 
there.

This intensified networking led to another round of intense self-evaluation 
at the project. While network contacts indicated that HAP’s consultation 
process was taken seriously and valued, it was not clear how the project’s 
engagement with the conflicts might be intensified.112 Should HAP focus 
on one Horn conflict at a time? Should it make itself a more visible forum 
by involving representatives from combatant groups?113 Seeking clearer 
direction, Miller and Wiebe met with past consultation participants and 
MCC’s Africa desk staff. They also met with Sture Normark, the director of 
the Uppsala-based Life and Peace Institute’s Horn of Africa Project, which 
Miller had visited in his 1988–89 travels.114 As in the past, consultation 
participants and other Horn expatriates were “supportive of our process, 
[but were] not overly helpful with directions.”115 Wiebe and Miller decided 
to work more closely with the Life and Peace Institute to hold a consulta-
tion on a negotiation process for Ethiopia, one that would “raise the ante a 
fair bit higher” by inviting the representatives of the Ethiopian government 
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and EPLF.116 HAP’s Reference Committee was concerned about this move, 
particularly that a more visible role in the conflict might jeopardize the 
remaining project funds from MCC.117 

The self-evaluation ended in July 1989 with a paper drafted by Harold 
Miller shortly before his return to Kenya. Originally planned for in-house 
use, it was polished and presented at an “Aid as Peacemaker” conference 
sponsored by the Canadian Parliamentary Centre in November.118 Miller 
invented the phrase “prolific intangibles” to describe HAP’s impact, as its 
results were difficult to define or measure. One intangible was the trust built 
with expatriates from the Horn. HAP had provided a point of connection 
and “a sustained forum around which representatives of the most diverse 
opinions gather for discussion, debate and ultimately to take the risk of 
transforming images.”119 Other intangibles included the reflection HAP 
prompted at conferences and in academic institutions, especially Conrad 
Grebel College. Miller also identified a few tangible impacts, such as the 
participation of Hizkias Assefa in conflict resolution seminars in East Africa 
and the educational materials HAP prepared, used by both NGOs and 
Horn expatriates. Public awareness of the issues on which HAP sponsored 
dialogue was more limited and occurred largely through occasional cover-
age—downgraded from “repeated coverage” in Miller’s first draft—of HAP 
activities in the local and regional media.

WIDENING CONVERSATIONS, EMERGING THEORY AND 
PRACTICE (1989–91)
HAP’s fourth and final consultation was organized jointly with the Life 
and Peace Institute (LPI), and had two parts. The first, held at Conrad 
Grebel College in December 1989, discussed a procedural paper drafted by 
Lederach: “Conflict Transformation: The Case for Peace Advocacy.”120 Ten 
expatriates and one person resident in the Horn participated, together with 
representatives from NPI and Harold Miller. The second part, to be held 
in Sweden in February 1990, would present the revised procedural paper 
to representatives from the Ethiopian government and EPLF, to which LPI 
had links.121 As with earlier consultations, participants had few concrete 
suggestions for HAP’s future. Wiebe speculated that this was in part because 
the U.S.-based Carter Center’s intensifying conflict resolution efforts were 
the focus of participants’ ideas for the future, though at that point few felt 
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positive about the Center’s efforts.122 

Though initial expectations for the second half of the consultation were 
high, in the end there was little discussion of Lederach’s revised paper and 
less opportunity for high-level talks than had been hoped, since the EPLF 
declined to send a representative. Information sharing between HAP, LPI 
and NPI, and an agreement that the three would work more closely together 
were meeting’s primary outcomes.123 

The three organizations, calling themselves the troika, decided to send a 
joint listening team to the Horn in late 1990 to look for any movement to 
resolve the conflicts, as well as ways to support those movements.124 How-
ever, the troika soon experienced its own internal conflicts stemming from 
the different character, agendas and capacity of its member NGOs as well 
as interpersonal tensions.125 These relational issues came to a head during a 
Nairobi meeting about the listening team, bringing an abrupt end to formal 
collaboration, although information sharing continued. HAP and LPI also 
later cooperated to support specific initiatives like the Somali Peace and 
Consultation Committee and the Ad Hoc Peace Committee.126 

Funding remained a central concern at HAP. In September 1989, MCC 
Canada’s representative to PAC suggested the project apply again for funding, 
as he sensed more openness on the conflict-development connection. The 
tone of a January 1990 meeting with CIDA representatives that discussed 
the HAP’s “Aid as Peacemaker” paper was also encouraging. Accordingly, 
in April 1990, HAP submitted an application. To everyone’s surprise, the 
application received qualified approval.127 The project would receive one 
year of funding, with a second year contingent on the outcome of an impact 
evaluation. In his letter of notification, PAC’s director remarked that CIDA 
had again vetoed HAP’s application at the board meeting, but that “the 
Board decided to fund it regardless.”128 

In mid-October 1990, Lederach conducted a seminar for CIDA staff on 
conflict resolution as a development paradigm, based on the paper discussed 
at the fourth HAP consultation. The seminar was jointly organized by HAP 
and CIDA’s Horn of Africa Division, and its HAP participants felt that both 
“formal and informal responses were exceptionally positive.” 129However, 
within a week, CIDA sent PAC’s board a letter reiterating its position that 
the HAP application could not be funded from PAC’s CIDA monies. In 
December, PAC’s director notified HAP that it would have to return the 
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funds already disbursed but promised to help look for alternative funding. 
The ongoing uncertainty about funding created a sense of insecurity at the 
project and sparked renewed discussion of its future.

This period was a significant one, even though the troika relationship fizzled 
and both participant input on HAP’s direction and stable funding remained 
elusive. To begin with, John Paul Lederach’s involvement with HAP gave 
a new point of focus for his thinking on and practice of reconciliation. 
Lederach’s work was leading him to ideas about “appropriate technology” 
for peace—a deliberate link between development and peacemaking.130 
This involved eliciting models of conciliation from the community and 
empowering groups experiencing conflict to carry out their own processes 
of conflict transformation, rather than supplying an external mediator 
and a blueprint based on conflict resolution models created elsewhere.131 
Lederach’s involvement with HAP coincided with the creation of MCC’s 
International Conciliation Service, of which he was the first director. This 
provided opportunities and contacts that contributed to the further devel-
opment of his ideas on conflict transformation.132 

Another significant development that followed in part from HAP consulta-
tions and in part from contacts made during this period was the formation 
of two peace committees, one of which addressed itself to the conflicts in 
Somalia and the other to conflicts in Ethiopia. Shortly after the December 
1989 consultation, two of its participants contacted Lederach to present 
ideas for involvement with the Somali conflict based on the roles played 
by elders in reconciling inter-clan conflicts. 133Lederach, HAP and MCC’s 
Africa Desk, as well as LPI and NPI, were involved in further discussion of 
these ideas. An expanded and formalized version of the proposed group was 
created in January 1991, in response to the worsening situation in Somalia. 
It was called the Ergada Wadatashiga Soomaaliyeed (roughly, the Somali 
Peace and Consultation Committee). Among other activities, the Ergada 
drafted a procedural framework for a Somali peace initiative involving a 
“mechanism for fair dialogue” and a process of reconciliation.134 The LPI 
was one of the supporters of the Ergada’s subsequent work, as was MCC.135 

The Ad Hoc Peace Committee emerged from meetings among émigrés from 
Eritrea and Ethiopia, particularly a gathering of elders in 1989 and a July 
1990 conference of Ethiopian opposition groups in Toronto. Representa-
tives from the latter contacted LPI later that year to discuss the possibility of 
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further talks on the Ethiopian situation.136 The creation of a more broadly 
representative group followed, and they requested LPI’s assistance in organiz-
ing a conference on a transitional government for Ethiopia.137 While none 
of the Ad Hoc Peace Committee’s members had been involved with HAP, 
the project played a support role at the request of LPI, since the committee’s 
members were located in North America, making logistical support difficult 
for the Swedish organization.138 

The Ad Hoc Peace Committee was a more formal and structured initiative 
than the Ergada, and in 1991 it reformulated itself as an NGO, the Horn of 
Africa Peace and Development Committee.139 Like the Ergada, it built on 
the idea that traditional conflict resolution practices, particularly gatherings 
of elders, could be a resource in contemporary conflicts.140 Also like the 
Ergada, the committee had members with a range of positions vis-à-vis the 
conflict, and this diverse membership helped to create a widely acceptable 
process of reconciliation. Although the end of hostilities in Ethiopia oc-
curred early in the committee’s operations, they concluded they still had a 
role to play in the creation of long-term reconciliation processes.141 

CONTINUING CONVERSATIONS AND “PROLIFIC 
INTANGIBLES”—THE IMPACTS OF THE HORN OF  
AFRICA PROJECT
At HAP, questions about its future intensified just as the Ergada and Ad 
Hoc Peace Committee were emerging. The questions grew mostly from the 
project’s inability to secure stable funding, a problem expected to worsen as 
economic recession was deepening and war in the Gulf “swallow[ed] mil-
lions of war relief/refugee NGO dollars.”142 This, combined with Wiebe’s 
planned resignation, meant the project needed to transform itself or shut 
down. HAP did close in 1991, the point where MCC Canada and MCC 
ended their funding for and administrative involvement in the project. MCC 
did, though, provide financial support to some of its initiatives, which were 
picked up by other organizations.143 

The project’s closure did not mean the end of the work it was involved in, 
rather that the conversations its consultations fostered had evolved. HAP’s 
later consultations had already included people based in Africa. After the 
end of the project in 1991, “the locus of conversation moved to Africa.”144 
In addition, as people who were central to MCC’s involvement in these 
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conversations moved, the organizational base of activity moved with them. 
Thus in 1991 the “ownership” of a significant part of HAP’s work shifted 
to Eastern Mennonite University, because John Paul Lederach moved 
there from MCC’s International Conciliation Services and because the 
Ergada’s work, with which he was still involved, was taking on urgency and 
prominence.145 

HAP’s Canadian work was picked up by Project Ploughshares.146 This in-
cluded advocacy to the Canadian government and among Canadian NGOs, 
as well as some support for the Ergada. This work led Ploughshares in new 
directions. “We had a sense that the more we talked about the Somali conflict 
and its relation to the rest of the Horn, the more we needed to be engaged 
directly with groups based there,” Regehr noted. Much of this engagement 
occurred through the International Resource Group on Disarmament and 
Security in the Horn of Africa, of which Ploughshares was a sponsor.147 The 
interests and connections of a member of this group, Bethuel Kiplagat, drew 
Ploughshares to focus more on Sudan and a multi-track diplomacy initiative 
there. 

MCC, meanwhile, had been rethinking its involvement with reconciliation 
in Africa. One stimulus was budget shortfalls, which had already forced 
MCC to halve its grant to HAP in December 1989. Some MCC admin-
istrators and its bi-national Executive Committee continued to view direct 
involvement with international reconciliation as “new” and “scary.” Eric Olf-
ert at the Africa desk was supportive of HAP’s work, but less enthusiastically 
so than Lind had been.148 Another, more important, factor was changing 
views about Africa-based peacemaking initiatives. The end of the Cold War 
and the subsequent wave of democratization in the continent strengthened 
the ethos of “African solutions to African problems,” which also influenced 
NGOs.149 In MCC’s case, this was combined with awareness of an increased 
interest in peace issues among African churches and ecumenical bodies, and 
a desire to support rather than compete with their initiatives.150 Ardith Frey, 
the MCC Canada administrator responsible for HAP, summed up this shift:

MCC will be putting more of its energies and resources for 
conflict resolution directly into contexts from which conflicts 
originate. In Africa, for instance, we sense an increasing openness 
from church partners to work at mediation training. The 
convergence … of Harold’s involvement at AACC and Hizkias 
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[Assefa’s] availability, is churning out numerous possibilities 
and interest in conflict resolution. Some of this convergence 
is a direct product of HAP initiatives. To that extent I would 
agree that HAP “could declare victory and close down,” content 
in the knowledge that it has helped to birth some important 
connections as a result of the trust building it has nurtured in 
such a careful way over the years.151 

While HAP played a role in creating new partners and initiatives with which 
to engage, it was not “transformative” for MCC and “did not hail a dramatic 
shift in MCC’s peace strategy in Africa.”152 MCC’s strategy remained one of 
“building bridges via service to and with members of other … communities,” 
making use of opportunities that emerged in specific program contexts.153 In 
Eastern Africa, country programming during and after HAP was not mark-
edly different from that which had preceded the project, though it could be 
argued that MCC was less hesitant and better able to support national or 
local peacemaking initiatives than it had been previously.154 The personal 
connections that might have facilitated substantive links between HAP and 
Eastern Africa country offices, and potentially greater programmatic impact, 
ended with the departure of Lou Murray. One subsequent MCC regional 
administrator, Bonnie Bergey, responsible for Somalia and Somaliland, 
worked with John Paul Lederach and was aware of HAP but did not seek 
other connections with HAP’s work.155 Harold Miller brought a different 
kind of regional connection, one that highlighted partner organizations like 
NPI rather than MCC’s country offices. Beyond the individuals who had 
been directly involved with the project or its administration, there seems 
to have been little awareness of HAP in U.S. Mennonite circles.156 This was 
also the case in MCC Canada.157 

In another area, that of a project involving African diaspora members as 
part of an NGO’s Africa programming, HAP was far ahead of its time.158 
But this innovation was accidental. MCC was not consciously trying to 
engage African diasporas through the project, rather it was an attempt to 
see how North American Mennonites could engage with the Horn “other 
than just by sending food.”159 To do so, the project made use of resources 
it could find at hand for this unfamiliar task.160 The size, organization and 
sophistication of the diaspora from Eritrea and Ethiopia facilitated this in-
novation, as did the location of both the HAP office and the MCC Canada 
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office in urban centres.161 However, this innovation also seems to have had 
no lasting impact on MCC.162 In spite of MCC’s subsequent reflection on 
globalization, the project also did not lay a foundation for MCC to en-
gage creatively with African diasporas. Despite calls for collaboration with 
diasporas in the wider development system, engagement with these groups 
remains a difficult issue for both international NGOs and bilateral aid agen-
cies because diasporas are openly political in their concerns and connections 
to their countries of origin.163 In any case, diaspora groups have tended to 
set up hometown associations or their own NGOs rather than work through 
established development NGOs.164 There is also little evidence that HAP’s 
example was recognized in subsequent research on the role that diaspora 
groups play in the conflicts of their countries of origin or the development 
of process-promoting workshops involving Horn diasporas.165 

HAP’s impacts on the Horn’s conflicts were “prolific intangibles.” Partici-
pants in HAP’s consultations indicated that these were valuable experiences 
for them. At the same time, the “trickle-up” approach that HAP drew from 
the process-oriented workshop model remained more of a hope than a well-
developed strategy of change. It was individual consultation participants 
who devised ways to make use of ideas they discussed.166 The most concrete 
result of this was the Ergada.167 The Ad Hoc Peace Committee and the later 
Sudan Track II Peace Dialogue Project were less direct outcomes.168 “Success 
has many fathers,” noted Harold Miller.169 HAP cannot claim ownership of 
initiatives like these, but the space and the contacts it created, together with 
the support it provided for some of those interested in addressing regional 
conflicts was one factor among many responsible for the emergence of ini-
tiatives that played an ongoing role in reconciling the region’s conflicting 
groups.

HAP’s impact on the Canadian government and Canadian NGOs with re-
spect to the connections between peace and development is harder to deter-
mine, another case of “prolific intangibles.” Clearly, the advocacy in which 
HAP engaged did not have an immediate or direct impact. That Lederach’s 
1990 seminar for CIDA staff was followed almost immediately by a reit-
eration of CIDA’s position that peace work was ineligible for development 
funds is only one sign of this. However, as Kabiru Kinyanjui said of HAP, 
“In their own shy way, Mennonites were saying we need to look at this,” and 
they did help draw attention to peace-development connections.170 
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HAP made an indirect contribution to the formation of the Peacebuilding 
Contact Group in 1994. The Contact Group was jointly chaired by Project 
Ploughshares and CIDA’s NGO Partnership Division. It was a forum for 
NGOs to share best-practice ideas and to engage in advocacy.171 HAP had 
been a significant factor in the internationalization of Project Ploughshares’ 
work, drawing it toward things like regional conflict analysis and multi-track 
diplomacy, and thus establishing it as a peacebuilding actor.172 The Contact 
Group in its turn contributed to the announcement of the Canadian Peace-
building Initiative by Minister of Foreign Affairs Lloyd Axworthy in 1996. 
Axworthy named the Contact Group as an interlocutor in the Initiative’s 
process of public dialogue on peacebuilding. This became a series of an-
nual Peacebuilding Consultations, which started in 1997. In that year the 
Contact Group was institutionalized, becoming the Canadian Peacebuild-
ing Coordinating Committee (CPCC), a body with which Ploughshares 
continued to be involved.173 

The Horn of Africa only once served as a case study for the Peacebuilding 
Consultations, but it was a part of the context that made the consultations 
possible.174 Countries outside the Horn, particularly Guatemala, Haiti, Bos-
nia and Rwanda, were the primary points of reference for discussions about 
peacebuilding policy and practice in the early 1990s.175 Although HAP was 
not mentioned, an evaluation of the Peacebuilding Consultations identified 
engagement with the “combination of famine and conflict in places such 
as the Horn of Africa” as one of two factors that pushed NGOs to move 
“beyond immediate relief to the resolution of conflict and the building of 
peace” and to enter into “fairly intense discussion with government” on 
the issue.176 HAP had been the occasion for a few of these discussions and 
indirectly prompted others, as it took seriously its educational role among 
Canadian NGOs. Indeed, HAP’s Reference Committee believed that one 
of its substantial impacts was “being a gadfly for complacent NGO self-
understandings.”177 In addition, after a mid-1991 Ottawa meeting on peace 
issues in the Horn, Ron Mathies noted that peacebuilding words “were on 
the lips of a wide cross section of NGOs and … of civil servants and politi-
cians,” though their ideas for involvement in the region easily reverted to 
traditional interventions like food aid. Mathies believed that HAP, especially 
through the work done for it by John Paul Lederach, played a role in the 
emergence of a policy vocabulary in which connections between develop-
ment and peace could be envisioned.178 
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This points to a final indirect but important impact of the project. It pro-
vided a space for individuals to develop their thinking and to make contacts. 
These individuals, working in other organizations, went on to play a key 
role in policy changes and in the development of peacemaking theory and 
practice.179 In the Canadian context, Ernie Regehr was such an individual. 
The internationalization of Project Ploughshares that followed from HAP 
provided him with an opportunity to participate in advocacy that contrib-
uted to policy change on the part of the Canadian government and CIDA. 
In the mid-1990s, Ottawa became an “exciting scene” for those working at 
the interface of development and peace issues, though Canada was only very 
briefly on the peacebuilding forefront internationally.180 

The work of John Paul Lederach on the theory and practice of peacebuilding 
has been another such indirect impact, and one that has extended far be-
yond Canada. HAP was an exemplum of the intensifying interest in multi-
track diplomacy.181 It also provided space for a relatively new element in 
multi-track diplomacy discussions: how traditional practices might inform 
contemporary reconciliation efforts. Lederach’s development of an “innova-
tive, bottom-up, conflict resolution strategy,” which gained international 
attention in the Somali context, was one of many initiatives that helped 
legitimize NGO involvement in peacemaking.182 As with HAP’s impact on 
conflicts in the Horn, it was one of many “fathers,” not a sole progenitor. 
The project’s consultations created important connections for Lederach, 
creating opportunities to work with groups like the Ergada, which he identi-
fied as an influence on his ideas about conflict transformation.183 Lederach’s 
ideas are now often referenced in discussions of peacebuilding, as well as in 
descriptions of a Mennonite approach to peacebuilding.184 

The Horn of Africa Project did indeed set some things in motion, though 
outside MCC to a far greater extent than within it. To its credit, MCC has 
not felt the need to claim those outcomes. Less positively, it has also not 
made much effort to preserve and learn from this experience of innovation. 
The deliberately indirect relationship between HAP and MCC was one 
reason for this: HAP was a project funded by MCC, rather than a project 
of MCC.185 The administration of HAP through MCC Canada, together 
with its Canadian location and advocacy focus, also reduced awareness 
of the project’s work on the part of those making decisions about MCC’s 
international programs in its Pennsylvania office. HAP’s limited connec-
tions to MCC’s country offices in Eastern Africa intensified this dynamic. In 
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addition, the project’s educational impact within MCC’s constituency was 
limited, though HAP had often been presented to MCC and other funders 
as a development education initiative—one with reconciliatory side effects. 
This limited the support MCC’s constituent churches might have given to 
ongoing reconciliation work of the type HAP had done. More positively, 
the project’s end coincided with global and continental changes that made 
it possible for MCC to support peace-related work by African organizations 
rather than do such work directly.
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